
        

 In the Court of the Judicial Magistrate First Class, At Udalguri 

 

G.R. Case No- 525/15 

U/S 498(A)/34 I.P.C. 

State of Assam 

-Vs.- 

Md. Jiabur Rahman/Ors 

  ....... Accused. 

 

Present:-N.C.BHUYAN, AJS 

Judicial Magistrate 1st class, Udalguri. 

Advocate appeared for the prosecution:- A.Pourel, Ld. APP. 

Advocate appeared for the defence:-T. C. Boro 

Date of Evidence: 14/03/16, 15/07/16, 21/11/16, 06/03/17, 

21/03/17, 06/06/17 

Date of Argument: 17/06/17 

Date of Judgment:  30/06/17 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

The case of the prosecution is that on 27/05/2015 one Nurjahan Begum 

lodged one FIR before the officer in charge of Orang police station and alleged 

that about 3 and ½ (three & half) years ago from the date of the FIR, accused 

Jiabur Rahman married the informant Nurjahan Begum as per social right and 

that they have one daughter. However, after that the accused persons Jiabur 

Rahman, Siraj Ali and Asia Begum started to torture Nurjaha Begum physically 

and mentally and the accused did not provide her proper food, medicines etc. It 



is also alleged that the accused persons constructed one house in the midst of a 

field and asked her to stay there. The informant also alleged that if she stays in 

her matrimonial house then her husband stated that he would not stay in that 

house. The informant also alleged that the accused took Rs.15000/-(Rupees 

Fifteen Thousand) after the marriage.  

 

   After receiving the aforesaid ezahar, Orang police station registered a 

case PS case No. 57/15 U/S 498(A)/34 I.P.C., started investigation and after 

completion of investigation, the concerned police station filed charged-sheet 

against the accused Md. Jiabur Rahman, Md. Siraj Ali and Mrs. Asia Begum U/S 

498(A)/34 I.P.C.  

   Necessary processes were issued for causing appearance of the accused 

before the court. Accordingly the accused appeared. The copies of relevant 

documents were furnished to the accused. Then the charge U/S 498(A)/34 I.P.C.  

was framed and read over and explained to the accused Md. Jiabur Rahman, Md, 

Siraj Ali and Mrs. Asia Begum to which the accused pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.  

During trial prosecution side six witnesses was examined and cross 

examined. Accordingly the evidence of the prosecution side was closed. The 

statement of the accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C was recorded as per law and kept 

with the record.  No defence witness was examined. 

 I have heard the arguments of both the sides and perused the evidence 

on record. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION OF THE CASE: 

 

 Whether the accused persons being the husband and the in laws 

of Nur Jahan Begum, since after her marriage started mental physical cruelty on 

Nur Jahan Begum for dowry in furtherance of their common intention and 

thereby committed an offence punishable under section 498(A)/34 IPC. 

 

  DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECESION: 

 



  PW1 Nurjahan Begum deposed that she is the informant. She knows the 

accuse persons. She got married with accused Jiabur Rahman about 5 years ago 

as per social rites. At the time of the marriage, Rs. 15,000/- was given to his 

husband. After three months of the marriage, accused persons Jiabur Rahman, 

his father Siraj Ali and mother Asia Khatoon started to beat her, demanding 

money and different article. Later on one house was constructed in the midst of 

a paddy field and she stayed there. Her husband stayed with his parents. She 

was not given proper food, clothes. When she asked her husband to provide her 

food and clothes, he used to beat her. Somehow she leads her life and after 

some time she gave birth to a daughter. She continued to live in the said house 

with her daughter, in the field. Hence she lodged the case.   

In the cross examination PW1 deposed that her father–in-law and 

mother-in-law lived in a separate house at the time of the lodging the case which 

was situated at a distance of 300 meters from the house where she used to stay. 

It is not a fact that her mother in law did not beat her. Her child is with the 

accused persons. She gave Rs. 15000/- to the accused at the time of the 

marriage. The house of the accused persons and the house of her parents are 

situated in the same village. She did not threat herself by a doctor. It is not a 

fact that she used to beat her father-in-law and mother in law. It is not a fact 

that the accused persons did not beat her and demanded anything from her. It is 

not a fact that she did not mention the date when the accused persons beat her. 

PW2 Jahed Ali he knows the informant. He knows the accused. Jiabur and 

Nurjahan married about 4 years ago. After about three months of the marriage, 

Jiabur started to torture Nurjahan, demanding money. Already Rs. 15,000/- was 

paid to the accused at the time of the marriage. The accused assaulted Nurjahan 

and caused injury to her teeth. The village people compromised the matter for 

three times. However the accused did not stop assaulting Nurjahan. The accused 

did not even give food to Nurjahan. Later on one house was constructed in the 

field and Nurjahan was asked to stay there. Later on Nurjahan lodged the case. 

Now Nurjahan is staying in the house of her parents.  

In the cross examination PW 2 deposed that Nurjahan is his sister in law 

from side of his wife. Police interrogated him. It is not a fact that he did not say 

to police that Rs. 15,000 was paid to the accused by the informant. It is not a 



fact that he did not say to police that after assaulting, the accused caused injury 

to the teeth of Nurjahan. One house was constructed in the field and Nurjahan 

was asked to stay there as she did not want to stay with the parents of the 

accused. It is not a fact that Nurjahan used to quarrel with the accused. It is not 

a fact that Nurjahan was assaulted by the accused, demanding money. It is not a 

fact that he has deposed falsely.  

PW 3 Kasem Ali stated that he knows the informant as well as the 

accused persons. Nur Jahan was married with Jiabur Rahman about 4 years ago. 

After the marriage Jiabur used to beat Nur Jahan Begum hence Nurjahan left the 

house of the Jiabur and went to the house of her father. He does not know as to 

why Jiabur used to beat Nurjahan. However the local people compromised the 

matter and Nurjahan again went to the house of Jiabur. Jiabur again use to beat 

Nurjahan while she was pregnant and drove her out of his house. Now Nurjahan 

is residing with her parents. The accused has not taken any information of Nur 

Jahan. 

In the cross examination PW3 stated that Nurjahan belongs to his village. 

After marriage, Nurjahan and accused used to stay in a separate house but 

accused person used to beat Nurjahan together. It is not a fact that he did not 

say to police that there was compromised between the informant and the 

accused and then he took informant with him and then again accused Jiabur beat 

Nurjahan and drove out her of his house. It is not a fact that the accused 

persons did not beat Nurjahan. It is not a fact that he has deposed falsely.  

PW4 Atulla Rahman deposed that he knows the informant. He knows the 

accused persons. About 5/6 years ago Nurjahan was married with Jiabur. They 

have two children. One day he saw Nurjahan and Jiabur were holding each 

other. He also heard altercation between Nurjahan and Jiabur in their house. He 

does not know anything else.  

In the cross examination PW4 stated that he does not know as to why 

there was the altercation between Nurjahan and Jiabur. Nurjahan and Jiabur are 

residing separately from the parents of Jiabur. 

PW 5 Phulesa Khatoon deposed that she knows the informant. She knows 

the accused person. About 4 years ago accused Jiabur Rahman married her 



daughter Nur Jahan as they had love affairs for sometimes. After 3 months of the 

marriage accused person Siraj Ali and Asia Begum along with Jiabur started to 

torture her daughter Nur Jahan alleging that she could not bring any articles 

from her house. All the accused persons also demanded money and as she had 

no money she sold one of her bullock and gave Rs. 15000/- to the accused 

person. However the accused person continued to beat her daughter demanding 

articles and then the village people got the matter compromised and one house 

was constructed at a distance of 50 meters from the house of the accused 

persons and Nur Jahan used to stay in that house. However Nur Jahan was not 

given proper food and whenever she asked for the food, Jiabur used to beat her. 

Jiabur used to take his food with his parents. On one occasion Jiabur beat her 

daughter and drove her out of his house.  

In the cross examination PW 5 stated that the house of her son in law is 

situated at a distance of 200 meters from her house. Her daughter and son in 

law used to reside together in a separate house from her father in law and 

mother in law, after the matter was compromised by the local public. Police 

interrogated her. It is not a fact that she did not say to police that after selling 

one of her bullocks, she paid Rs. 15,000/- to the accused person. It is not a fact 

that she did not say to police that all the accused persons tortured her daughter 

and demanded money. It is not a fact that she did not say to police that Jiabur 

Rahman assaulted her daughter and broke one of her teeth. Before the marriage 

between Nur Jahan and Jiabur, Nur Jahan had married one other person.  It is 

not a fact that accused persons did not beat her daughter and drove out of their 

house. It is not a fact that accused person did not demand any money from her 

daughter. The house of 3/4 relatives are situated near the house of Jiabur.  

PW 6 Ahmed Ali deposed that On 27/05/15 he was working as ASI at 

Orang police station. On that day informant Nur Jahan Begum lodged one FIR 

and then O/C of Orang police asked him to take the preliminary step. He 

interrogated the informant and went to the place of occurrence, took the 

statement of the witnesses, drew the sketch map of the place of occurrence. As 

he did not find the accused in his house he asked the accused to come to the 

police station. Later on the accused persons Jiabur Rahman, Siraj Ali and Asia 

Begum came to the police station and he arrested them. After that the accused 

persons were asked to appear before I/O as and when asked for. After that the 



accused persons were allowed to go on execution PR bond. After that on 

completion of the preliminary stage he submitted case diary to O/C Orang Rebo 

Kanta Deka. Later on he submitted the charge sheet against above mentioned 

accused persons under section 498(A)/34 IPC. 

 During the cross examination PW6 deposed that no specific date as to 

cause of action is mentioned by the informant in the FIR. The FIR was lodged on 

21/05/15. The investigation was conducted in connection with the allegation in 

the FIR. No investigation was conducted in connection with any incident occurred 

after the lodging of the FIR that is 27/05/15. PW Jahed Ali did not say to him 

that the informant or her family member paid money to the accused persons or 

that the Teeth of the informant was broken by any of the accused. It is a fact 

that PW Kasem Ali did not say to him that there was compromised between the 

accused persons and the informant and then she was against brought to the 

matrimonial house. Phulesa Khatoon did not say to him that after the selling of 

cows she gage Rs. 15000/- to the accused. Phulesa Khatoon did not say to him 

that the accused persons used to torture Nur Jahan Begum. Phulesa did not say 

to him that the accused persons beat Nur Jahan and broke her teeth. It is not a 

fact that the accused persons did not beat the Nur Jahan Begum demanding 

money. 

 For the proper appreciation of the evidence on record I deem it justified 

to go through the relevant legal provision. 

 Section 498(A) IPC lays down as follows –  

“Whoever, being the husband or the relative of the husband of a woman, 

subjects such woman to cruelty shall be punished with imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine”. 

Explanation-for the purpose of this Section, "cruelty" means- 

(a) any wilful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the woman to 

commit suicide or to cause grave injury or danger to life, limb or health (whether 

mental or physical) of the woman; or 

(b) harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a view to coercing 

her or any person related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any property 



or valuable security or is on account of failure by her or any person related to 

her to meet such demand. 

A bare reading of Section 498-A IPC shows that the offence embraces 

within its fold any form of cruelty, which may drive the woman to commit suicide 

or inflict injury that may endanger her life under Explanation-(a). Explanation (b) 

relates to harassment of the woman for non-fulfilment of demand of dowry. 

   In support of the case of the prosecution six (6) PWs were examined, out 

of six (6) PWs, PW6 is the Investigation Officer.  

On perusal of the evidence on record it is found that PW3 deposed during 

evidence that after the marriage Jiabur Rahman used to beat Nurjahan, but she 

did not know as to why Jiabur Rahman beat Nurjahan. So it is found that PW3 

did not mention that accused Jiabur beat Nurjahan to that extent which was 

likely to drive Nurjahan Begum to commit suicide or to cause grave injury or 

danger to her life, limb or health.  

On the other hand, PW4 during his evidence stated that he heard 

altercation between Jiabur Rahman and Nurjahan Begum in their house, but he 

does not know as to why there was altercation between Nurjahan and Jiabur. 

Hence, the evidence of PW4 does not fulfil the ingredient given in explanation (a) 

or explanation (b) of Section 498-A of IPC.  

Besides these two (2) above mentioned witnesses i.e. PW3 and PW4 

there are three (3) other witnesses i.e. PW1, PW2 and PW5 whose evidence are 

to be considered to find out the guilt of the accused persons. 

During argument learned counsel of defence argued that PW1, PW2 and 

PW5 are interested witnesses as they are related to each other and hence there 

evidence are doubtful. Learned defence counsel also argued that PW2 and PW5 

improved their statement in the Court and same is proved by the Investigation 

Officer during his cross examination.  

On perusal of the evidence of PW1 and PW2 it is found that both the 

witnesses stated that Rs. 15000/-(Rupees Fifteen Thousand) was paid to the 

accused at the time of the marriage. However, if the evidence of PW5 is 

considered then it is found that PW5 stated during her evidence that after three 
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(3) months of the marriage all the accused persons started to torture her 

daughter and also demanded money and as she had no money, she sold one of 

her bullock and gave Rs. 15000/-(Rupees Fifteen Thousand) to the accused 

persons. So it is found that there is contradiction in the statement of PW1, PW2 

and PW5, so as far as the time of giving of the money to the accused persons is 

concerned. 

Whereas PW1 and PW2 stated that money was paid to the accused at the 

time of marriage, PW5 stated that after three (3) months of the marriage the 

accused persons tortured her daughter and then Rs. 15000/-(Rupees Fifteen 

Thousand) was paid to the accused persons. Again, though PW2 stated that the 

accused assaulted Nurjahan Begum and gave injury to her teeth, but Nurjahan 

Begum as PW1 did not state the same thing during her deposition. Moreover, 

same statement of PW2 is contradicted by the defence during cross examination 

of the IO as PW6. PW6 stated that PW2 Jahed Ali did not state to him that the 

teeth of the informant were broken by the accused.  Hence, it is found that PW2 

has improved his statement in the Court and accordingly PW2 is not a 

trustworthy witness.               

Under the facts and circumstances of the instant case, it is found that the 

prosecution has been failed to prove the guilt of the accused person beyond 

reasonable doubt by adducing some cogent evidence and hence the accused 

person is entitled to be acquitted under the benefit of doubt. 

O R D E R 

   As the prosecution has failed to prove the case with the material of 

substantive evidence against the accused, so the accused Md. Jiabur Rahman, 

Md, Siraj Ali and Mrs. Asia Begum are acquitted of the charge u/S 498(A)/34 

I.P.C. and set him at his own liberty forthwith.  

The bail-bond of the accused is extended for a further period of 6 months 

from today as per provisions of Section 437A, Cr.P.C as amended upto date.  

    The judgment is given under the hand and seal of this court on this       

30th day of June, 2017. 

 

 (N.C.BHUYAN) 
  Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

      Udalguri 



Appendix:- 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses  

 

PW 1 Nur Jahan Begum 

PW 2 Jahed Ali 

PW 3 Kasem Ali 

PW 4 Atulah Rahman 

PW 5 Phulesa Khatoon 

PW 6 Ahmed Ali 

2. Defence witnesses  

 None   

3. Prosecution exhibits.  

Ext -1 FIR 

4. Defence exhibit. 

None 

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

         Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


